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WRITING 3T STANDARD OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
Course overview
Your Key benefits; our course objectives

workshop teaches how to stop failures with SOPs that
let you control ‘chains of events’ and get 100% rightfirst-time results
Eliminating errors, defective work, and failure ‘traps’ stops equipment
problems and gets immediate positive benefits for your operation. You You will:
have fewer errors, do less repairs, slash operational problems, reduce  discover where and how
costs, cut time losses, less rework (even no rework), stop wasting
defects, failures and error enter your business
materials and parts, deliver higher availability, more production, less
maintenance, smaller stock holdings and lower spares inventory levels.  learn to fully measure and calculate the devastating corporatewide impact of failures, both the occasional large ones that
everyone knows of and, most importantly, those many
In this workshop, you learn the outstanding failure prevention
annoying, repetitive small failures that you brush past all the
techniques of the Accuracy Controlled Enterprise (ACE). Accuracy
time but which add-up to bucket-loads of lost profit
Controlled Enterprises standardized their work with the 3T’s of failure
prevention and do jobs repeatedly correct and accurate, time-after-time  explore, investigate and learn the new methods now available
by preventing the causes of errors. They use ACE 3T standard operating
to you that deliver tight statistical control over all work so you
procedures (SOP) focused on defect elimination and failure prevention.
can stop failure incidents and manage risks in every activity of
They stop operating risks dead-in-their-tracks and make things go right
your business
by discovering defects and correcting them before they become Be taught how to interweave the new failure preventing ways into
problems. This scientifically sound approach is based on the foundation your current operating procedures to deliver immediately improved
processes used by the Japanese to become the world-renown quality accuracy control and higher quality with right-first-time
manufacturers they are. You will learn how to apply the best work performance.
quality methods and techniques used by the world leaders in work
accuracy and precision to stop your plant and operating problems.

1 to 2 days

Target audience
and industries

Training in house or out of Canada may require more days

Who should go to this 1-day workshop that stops problems and wastes?
This day-long workshop is for Managers, Engineers and Supervisors from companies and organisations who wish
to know how to permanently eliminate defects and prevent failures in their operating plants, facilities and work
processes.

